Apposite Capital Wins “Private Equity Investor of the Year” at the
HealthInvestor Awards 2018
London, UK – 14 June 2018. Apposite Capital, the private equity firm with an exclusive
focus on healthcare, today announces that it won “Private Equity Investor of the Year”
at the HealthInvestor awards 2018 for the second successive year. The HealthInvestor
awards recognise the achievements of the UK’s health and social care sector.
Apposite Capital is a private equity firm focused exclusively on Healthcare. The firm
has experience investing across healthcare services, medical products,
pharmaceuticals, digital health and social care. Apposite has been successful growing
high-quality healthcare businesses since 2006.
Since the beginning of 2017, the firm has made four new investments in growth
businesses, comprising:
- MC Care Holdings, acquisition of miHomecare and Complete Care, the
healthcare divisions of Mitie Group plc
- NIMGenetics, a leading genetic diagnostic laboratory
- Swanton Care & Community, a specialist provider of residential care and
supported living
- OrthoD, a manufacturer and distributor of specialist orthopaedic medical
products and implants
Apposite also recently announced the successful close of Apposite Healthcare Fund II
and associated vehicles raising £144.5 million.
Sam Gray, Partner, Apposite Capital said: “New healthcare models and technologies
have emerged over the last few years making healthcare investing as attractive as ever.
The last 12 months have been tremendous for Apposite Capital marked by our
successful recent fundraise. We look forward to continuing to work with and support
promising healthcare businesses in delivering better healthcare outcomes for the
benefits of all stakeholders.”
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Apposite Capital is an independent investment firm focused exclusively on healthcare.
It focuses on companies operating in healthcare services, social care services, medical
products, pharmaceuticals and pharmaceutical services and digital health.
The firm operates at the small end of the private equity market, providing both capital
and expertise to those businesses offering ‘disruptive’ models that aim to improve or
reduce the cost of care provision and which have the potential to become market
leaders.
Apposite has an in-depth sector knowledge covering key aspects of the healthcare
industry internationally coupled with local insights, an exceptional network and an
entrepreneurial mindset which it applies to drive the growth of its portfolio companies.
Apposite was established in 2006 and is headquartered in London, UK.
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